
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PEER INTRODUCTIONS 

 
 

From our study: 

Students have a love-hate relationship with ice breaker activities. While they express that they want 
opportunities to meet their peers, some activities can be awkward and even isolating. It's important to 
remember that ice breakers are not just for tutorials - making opportunities for these in lectures and 
labs are equally as important! 

 

Students say: 

"Ice breakers to help us be put at ease. Also going through the syllabus and what is expected of us." 
 

"Give suggestions of bonding outside class or assigning group members for each lab practical.” 

"Ice breakers, although awkward at first, can actually be very helpful in forming connections with 
peers and teachers, so I encourage them." 

 

 

 

Students and  
Academics  

Suggest: 

Interactive icebreakers: (1) Share 3 facts about yourself. (2) Get in order of height or DOB. (3) Go to 
different areas of the classroom to represent where in Sydney you live. (4) Get students to write a fact 
about themselves on a piece of paper, and throw it into a pile. Get everyone to pick up a fact, and 
match it to someone in the class.  

Contextual icebreakers (great for lectures): (1) Ask students a question (i.e. perhaps related to the disci-
pline) and get them talk about it to the person next to them. (2) Create a class poll and ask students to 
respond to foster conversation and connection (i.e. What is your favourite on-campus food?). 

Make a point of saying "get your partner’s email / Facebook details / phone number". Provide an op-
portunity for students (working together) to do this - rather than them bringing it up themselves. 

For more information on the “Beginning with Belonging” project, contact Dr Alex Thomson: Alexandra.Thomson@uts.edu.au 
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